Equipment & Processing Services

**Right people. Right equipment. Right chemicals. Right results.**

What if you could get the latest waste processing technology without having to buy new equipment? With WM Dolphin's comprehensive equipment and processing programs, you get access to advanced processing technology, experienced operators, and maintenance plans.

- Short-term projects such as episodic events, turnarounds, and outages
- Long-term projects such as hazardous, non-hazardous, and biological wastes

Regardless of your project and time frame, we offer worry-free equipment packages. We cover all major maintenance and service. The best part is our centrifuges are manufactured right here in the USA. So when the unexpected happens, you'll never be waiting for a part from overseas. Plus, we warehouse full spare rotating assemblies and all associated replacement parts and components, just in case.

**2-Phase and 3-Phase High-G Centrifuge Skids**

Our decanter centrifuges are essential equipment for achieving dry solids, good water separation and oil recovery. These high capacity units are designed to handle large-volume base waste streams along with planned and unplanned event waste streams.

Our "One Stop Shop" provides the support and processing equipment you need to get your project operational:

- Filter Pot Skids
- Polymer Injection Skids
- Secondary Containment
- Pumps & Hoses
- Process Chemicals
- Vapor/Environmental Controls
- Mix & Feed Tanks
- Lab Spin Out Machines
On-site Processing Services

**HERE'S THE TRUTH: YOUR SYSTEM CAPABILITIES WILL ONLY TAKE YOU SO FAR.**

Using the correct spin rates, feed rates, temperature and chemical dosages for your waste streams are critical components for optimizing your centrifugal separation process. Our goal is to maximize customer results while minimizing customer efforts. Our operators work with you to understand your needs, manage our process, and most efficiently achieve the required separation giving you premium waste minimization and resource recovery.

- On-site Operators
- Remote Troubleshooting
- Engineering & Consulting Services

Process Chemical Sales

**OUR EXPERTISE IS YOUR ADVANTAGE.**

Our technical team thrives when challenged with designing a more efficient separation process. They know the key to good solids separation and/or resource recovery is pairing the right chemical program with the right processing equipment. Thanks to years of industry experience and advanced technology, we have a unique ability to identify the best chemical program for virtually any waste stream. We not only supply chemicals but offer engineering and consulting services to ensure efficient, effective separation of your waste stream.

**How It Works**

We typically start by obtaining a representative sample of your waste stream. After analyzing the sample in our lab, chemical dosages are tested to find the most economical and effective combination of chemicals and physical processes. This data is compiled into a feasibility study that identifies cost-effective alternatives to your current chemical management program. Once we have established the right program to suit your needs, we can supply your process and provide ongoing technical consultation and troubleshooting.

Not only can we help you identify the best chemical dosages, our separation chemicals are sold commercially. These proprietary blends can lead to a cleaner and more efficient separation.

LEARN HOW WASTE MANAGEMENT DOLPHIN SERVICES CAN OPTIMIZE YOUR NEXT SOLIDS SEPARATION PROJECT.

Contact an Industrial Representative today!
888-499-1189
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